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QUESTION: 71
Which statement about digitally signing a document is true?

A. The document is hashed and then the document is encrypted with the private key.
B. The document is hashed and then the hash is encrypted with the private key.
C. The document is encrypted and then the document is hashed with the public key
D. The document is hashed and then the document is encrypted with the public key.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 72
You must create a vulnerability management framework. Which main purpose of this
framework is true?

A. Conduct vulnerability scans on the network.
B. Manage a list of reported vulnerabilities.
C. Identify remove and mitigate system vulnerabilities.
D. Detect and remove vulnerabilities in source code.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 73
In NetFlow records, which flags indicate that an HTTP connection was stopped by a
security appliance, like a firewall, before it could be built fully?

A. ACK
B. SYN ACK
C. RST
D. PSH, ACK

Answer: C

QUESTION: 74
How many broadcast domains are created if three hosts are connected to a Layer 2 switch
in full-duplex mode?

A. 4
B. 3
C. None
D. 1

Answer: D

QUESTION: 75
Which hashing algorithm is the least secure?

A. MD5
B. RC4
C. SHA-3
D. SHA-2

Answer: A

QUESTION: 76
What is one of the advantages of the mandatory access control (MAC) model?

A. B. Stricter control over the information access.
B. C. Easy and scalable.
C. D. The owner can decide whom to grant access to.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 77
Which definition of vulnerability is true?

A. an exploitable unpatched and unmitigated weakness in software
B. an incompatible piece of software
C. software that does not have the most current patch applied
D. software that was not approved for installation

Answer: A

QUESTION: 78
Which definition of a process in Windows is true?

A. running program
B. unit of execution that must be manually scheduled by the application
C. database that stores low-level settings for the OS and for certain applications
D. basic unit to which the operating system allocates processor time

Answer: A

QUESTION: 79
According to the attribute-based access control (ABAC) model, what is the subject
location considered?

A. Part of the environmental attributes
B. Part of the object attributes
C. Part of the access control attributes
D. None of the above

Answer: A

QUESTION: 80
Which term represents a potential danger that could take advantage of a weakness in a
system?

A. vulnerability
B. risk
C. threat
D. exploit

Answer: B
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